JFW TEXTILE VIEW 2017-18 Autumn / Winter Trends －Theme－
－Illusory Zen Dialogue－

－Infinite Heartful Art－

A dream spreads in myriad diversities while calling to the self from
inside your heart, just like ‘Zen mondo’ (Zen riddles); repeatedly
questioning words or ideas having emerged from our daily acts and
behaviour. In an illusory universe, engage in self-dialogue while
encompassing myriad conditions and environments in profundity,
and through selective procedures en-route to enlightenment and
where Zen philosophy grows.

An art-mindful explosion on a limitless canvas, drawn ever freely
with strokes of doubtless precision; astoundingly bold and
spontaneous and gradually nurtured within the heart. Expressions
gallop vigorously as minds are whisked away to a state of
nothingness, with acerbity and sweetness intermingled for profound
intimacy. Heartful attachments intensify as a thousand feelings are
placed into the work…complexity and simplicity interwoven. Every
single touch of the art infuses tranquil comfort and power for a
gentler self-mind-set.

Colours :

Colours :

A neutral tonality; underlined by cool and dignified modernity; from
greyish to dark tones and embodying profound originality.

An energetic palette evoking joyous exultation, garnished with
gracious gold.

－Graphical = Classical－

－Wanderer’s Memoir－

Exquisitely combined graphic tones and patterns invite
contentment! Bi-elements - essential modish and classic.
Spontaneous energy and growing potential alongside refined,
sensory and curious attitudes, to awaken aesthetic minds. Let’s give

A free-spirited wanderer and a time and space traveller - tracing the
memory map while nonchalant and reposing in nature. Freed of
rules, style and time, a relaxing moment can be enjoyed by
processing a range of ideas with an attitude that is audacious but

lively and rhythmical shapes to creative force amid abundant
cultural experience by cherishing classics and aspire to remodel for
constant evolution, while seeking renewed balance.

gentle at the same time. Respect a liberated life in harmony with
nature, blending in temporal layers of memory as a novelty – to
enrich and broaden our universe.

Colours :

Colours :

An expressive range via exquisite tonal combinations; intermixing
colour essences for both bold and delicate allures.

An elegant and sensitive palette comprising tender muted hues,
enveloped in free-spirited lightness and casting a metallic trace.
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